
THE ROLE OF POWER WHEN FORGING THE DECLARATION OF

INDEPENDENTS AND THE AMERICAN IDENTITY

It is announced that Security Police have the role of power when forging the declaration of independents and the
american identity arrested the leader of the.

Beeman, the John Welsh Centennial Professor of History at the University of Pennsylvania, is adept at
offering the reader colorful scenes that capture the physical overlaps during the period between local, colonial
power on one hand, and growing congressional power on the other. These Loyalists were kept under close
watch by standing Committees of Safety created by the Provincial Congresses. Although during the
Enlightenment there was a very secular focus, in America this was not the case. He took command in Boston
and sent for artillery to barrage the British. One of the first steps in the formation of the United States that was
based upon Enlightenment ideals was the creation of the Declaration of Independence. British North America
in ; the 13 colonies are shown in red. With limited regular troops at their disposal, the British commanders
realized that success depended on a large-scale mobilization of Loyalists. You just finished American Identity
and Unity. Only with the separation of Great Britain through the Declaration of Independence could the
colonies develop their own identity as a citizen of the United States rather than a british colonist. Without the
central ideas and figures of the Enlightenment, the United States would have been drastically different since
these concepts shaped the country in its formative years. Other members of the Continental Congress left
Philadelphia to return to their state conventions, which they regarded as more pressing business. He
transformed Washington's army into a disciplined and effective force. When that fleet was defeated by a
French fleet , however, they were trapped, and were surrounded by a much stronger force of Americans and
French under Washington's command. Independence has been announced, but there is still a war to fight,
leaving the duration and durability of independence uncertain. Indeed, one of the great strengths of the book is
its insistence on the uncertainty and instability that surrounded the Continental Congress between and  Said
one British officer: The courage and obstinacy with which the Americans fought were the astonishment of
everyone, and we now became fully convinced that they are not that contemptible enemy we had hitherto
imagined them, incapable of standing a regular engagement, and that they would only fight behind strong and
powerful works. Books on the topic of this essay may be found in The Imaginative Conservative Bookstore.
Instead of being tied to one religious authority, there were many choices in the colonies and people had a right
to choose how to establish and maintain their connection to God. Concepts such as freedom from oppression,
natural rights, and new ways of thinking about governmental structure came straight from Enlightenment
philosophers such as Locke and forged the foundations for both colonial and modern America. The legal status
of the congress was dubious. A significant victory at the Battle of Camden meant that the invaders soon
controlled most of Georgia and South Carolina. Beeman notes that the Continental Congress shifted from a
largely executive function to operating as more of a legislatureâ€”an insight about institutions that sounds in
the tradition of constitutional history. George Washington's roles[ edit ] Main article: George Washington in
the American Revolution General Washington assumed five main roles during the war.


